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To work out the amount saved by Huia per week: 

Hui earns $850 per week and saves 2/5 of this:     340$
5
2850 =×  per week. 

To work out the amount saved by Mike per week: 

Mike earns $790 per week and saves 35% of this:  790 x 0.35 = $276.5 per week. 

To work out the total amount saved per week:   340 + 276.5 = $616.50 saved per week. 

To work out the cost of the flight tickets.  

Cost of return ticket = $2500 Total cost of tickets (2 needed):  $2500 x 2 = $5000 

Total cost of insurance with GST = $385 x 1.15 = $442.75 

To work out the total cost of the bus trip   

Cost = 2000 UK pounds If 1 NZ dollar = 0.5091 UK pounds 

Amount in NZ dollars x 0.5091 = 2000 

Amount in NZ dollars = 
5091.0

2000  

Amount in NZ dollars of bus trip  = $3928.50 

To work out cost for other days of trips 

Mike and Huia will be in England for 3 months and will spend $250 per day except for days 
on 3 week bus trip (21 days) 

It is most likely they will go in a three month period with either 91 days (30,31,30) or 92 days 
(30,31,31) assuming they don’t travel in February. 

For a 91 day period the cost will be  

No of days = 91 – 21 = 70  Cost for 70 days = 70 x 250 = $17500 

So total cost will be 5000 + 3928.5 + 17500 + 442.75 = $26871.25 

To work out how long it will take them to save the money 

4459.43
50.616

25.26871
==  weeks (2sf)  

For a 92 day period the cost will be  

No of days = 92 – 21 = 71  Cost for 71 days = 71 x 250 = $17750 

So total cost will be 5000 + 3928.5 + 17750 + 442.75 = $27121.25 

To work out how long it will take them to save the money 

4499.43
50.616

25.27121
==  weeks (2sf) 




